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Abstract
It is important for funding agencies to evaluate if scientists accomplish their research goals. By comparing a representative sample of National
Science Foundation abstracts and project outcome reports (PORs) from 2014 to 2017, this article investigates whether scientists attain the
broader impacts they propose. We find that the number of broader impacts proposed in the abstracts is significantly higher than the number of
broader impacts reported in the PORs. The trend is common across directorates and type of impact, except when impacts serve advantaged
groups. Only the number of broader impacts for advantaged groups increases from the abstract to the POR. Despite the difference between pro-
posed impact and reported impact, our study does not conclude that scientists are delinquent or disingenuous when they propose their research.
Rather, we question the capacity of current frameworks to capture the quality of impacts and to weigh the relative importance of impacts that
serve marginalized groups versus those that sustain the status quo.
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1. Introduction

A central component of awarding a grant is ensuring the
grant awardee completes a task. In some sectors, such as con-
struction or product procurement, it is more straight forward
to evaluate the grant’s success due to the transactional nature
of the award. In these cases, the granting agency can deter-
mine if the awardee accomplished the proposal because they
will have the building or product in hand at the end of the
contract. However, when it comes to science funding, such
concrete measures are often incommensurate with the scien-
tific process. First, it can be hard to measure whether an
awardee accomplishes the task they propose because develop-
ing new scientific knowledge is subject to various technical
challenges that may confound the outcomes. An inherent part
of research is that the outcome cannot be known in advance.
Second, it is common for scientists to propose one set of
work, but in the process of conducting the experiment, they
discover a new facet of the problem. These are typical parts of
science that lead to important discoveries, rule out alterna-
tives, and contribute to knowledge. Yet, these outcomes may
not match an evaluation checklist. Scientific granting agencies
struggle with the tension between the compliance of grant
awardees and the inherent unpredictability of science
(Bornmann 2017; Cozzens 2000).

In addition to generating scientific knowledge, it is common
for research and development (R&D) funding organizations
to require their projects have societal benefits. In the case of
the National Science Foundation (NSF), a federal science
funding body in the USA, applicants must explicitly discuss
both the intellectual merit and the broader impact of the re-
search in their funding proposals and final reports. However,

requiring funded research to have a broad impact is not uni-
versally accepted. Scholars question whether scientists should
be held to broader impacts given that research outcomes can-
not be predicted a priori and requiring broader impacts may
slow discovery (Polanyi 1962; Tretkoff 2007; Bozeman and
Boardman 2009).

To contribute to the conversation on research evaluation
and the beneficiaries of scientific funding, this study examines
broader impacts throughout the funding cycle of NSF
projects. Specifically, our research questions are: Do NSF-
sponsored projects propose more broader impacts at the be-
ginning of a project than they report at the end of the project?
Second, do NSF-sponsored projects accomplish fewer broader
impacts related to marginalized groups than advantaged
groups? This study uses two evaluative frameworks, the
Robert’s classification strategy of broader impacts and
Woodson’s Inclusion-Immediacy Criterion (ICC), to classify
the impacts in NSF grant abstracts and project reports
(Roberts 2009; Woodson, Hoffman and Boutilier 2020;
Woodson and Boutilier 2022). By comparing the broader
impacts in the proposal and final project reports, we can bet-
ter understand the nature of science funding and how it
impacts society. This approach is unique because instead of
relying on third-party evaluators to ascertain if the researchers
accomplished their proposed task, this study uses the investi-
gators’ self-reported assessment to evaluate the research.

This article has five sections. In Section 2, the authors dis-
cuss the relevant literature on broader impact and research
evaluation that inform this study. Section 3 outlines the meth-
ods used to generate the sample and compare the abstracts
and project outcome reports (PORs). Section 4 discusses the
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article’s main findings, and Section 5 highlights the implica-
tions of our findings.

2. Broader impacts

Since World War II, scientists, politicians, and the public have
regularly emphasized that public funding for science should
be accountable to taxpayers, the knowledge from discoveries
should be shared, and science should be relevant to the public
(Bush 1945; Penfield et al. 2014). This belief is reflected by re-
search agencies around the world ranging from Europe’s poli-
cies on responsible research and innovation (Wiwanitkit and
Wiwanitkit 2014) to South Africa’s policies using science to
correct the horrors of apartheid (Marais et al. 2010). The US
NSF mandated scientific impact through policies such as
broader impacts. Though NSF broader impact policy has
evolved over the last 70 years, it has always been an impor-
tant part of the NSF’s mission (National Science Foundation
2014). Since the 1980s, broader impact requirements have be-
come increasingly integrated into the award process, and in
1997 the NSF codified that award applicants consider the in-
tellectual merit and the broader impacts of their research.

In 2010, the America Competes Reauthorization Act of
2010 mandated that the NSF continue to use broader impacts
as one of the standards to judge grants (Public Law 111-274
2010). The goal of the law was to enhance US R&D competi-
tiveness through a variety of initiatives such as more coordi-
nation of STEM education, prizes to incentivize R&D,
regional innovation hubs, and increasing R&D funding by
about $45.6 billion (Gonzalez 2011). One of the law’s re-
quired the NSF continue applying the broader impact crite-
rion to increase economic competitiveness, create a globally
competitive workforce, improve STEM education, and in-
crease national security (Public Law 111-274 2010). Because
the broader impact criterion is law, there is intensified over-
sight and evaluation of the criterion. PIs need to give concrete
attention to broader impacts and how their institutions sup-
port impacts.

However, the America Competes Reauthorization Act of
2010 gives the NSF flexibility in applying broader impacts.
The NSF does not have a standardized list of broader impacts.
Rather, the Foundation purposefully leaves broaden impacts
vague so that PI’s will be creative with impacts and will not
simply apply the criterion as a check box exercise (Davis and
Lass 2014). Because there is not a standard list, researchers
often divide broader impacts into eight categories based on
NSF statements. The categories (see Table 1) primarily iden-
tify types of activities carried out by research teams. Some of
the categories are specific, such as K-12 (primary and second-
ary school) outreach, while others, such as potential societal
benefits, give scientists considerable breadth to integrate
impacts (Roberts 2009). A key factor in the broader impact

criterion is that they are more than just output measurements.
Rather the impact measurements align more closely with out-
come measurements from the public policy/affairs literature
(Dal Mas et al. 2019).

2.1 Dissent of broader impacts

Alongside the steady insistence that science have broader im-
pact, other voices in the science community question the value
of broader impacts. At the most fundamental level, some
wonder whether broader impacts are necessary or even ap-
propriate to require of scientists (Kelly and McNicoll 2011).
These critiques challenge linking societal impacts with scien-
tific discovery, arguing that researchers should be encouraged
to explore free of constraints to deliver pre-determined results.
Broader impact criteria hinder free exploration and are
viewed as an assault on academic freedom (Chubb et al.
2017).

Others ask whether scientists are equipped to deliver social
dividends and if these distract them from the research process
for which they are trained (Burggren 2009). Broader impacts
add extra burdens for scholars. Not only do they have to
manage the main research project, but they must also keep
track of broader impacts (Sivertsen and Meijer 2020). The ex-
tra burden could push scholars to do the minimal effort for
broader impact activities.

A third problem is that many grants are awarded in peer re-
view panels that are ill equipped to determine if the project
has an impact (Derrick and Samuel 2016). Peer review is cen-
tral to scientific funding, evaluation, and the self-regulation of
science. In theory, a panel brings together different experts to
fairly judge the potential or quality of work (Langfeldt 2004).
Review panels have the most legitimacy if those charged with
evaluating the work are experts in the field. This system
quickly breaks down when the panel judges the merits of
items not in their expertise. In evaluating the social impact of
research, few scientific expert panels have the expertise to
evaluate this area (Bozeman and Boardman 2009; Holbrook
and Hrotic 2013).

Furthermore, scholars ask whether proposing impacts is
just a formality to win a grant than a genuine intention to
have impact (Mardis, Hoffman and McMartin 2012). The
broader impact criterion could even incentivize scientists to
exaggerate the impact of their research to secure funding. The
scientists may believe that the best way to receive a competi-
tive award is to aggressively hype the benefits with minimal
evidence to justify their confidence (Intemann 2022). Even if
scientist do not exaggerate the benefits of their research to be
deceptive, they may be overly optimistic out of belief that
their research will be impactful.

Although the NSF makes funding decisions based on
broader impacts, it does not impose strict requirements or
guidelines governing how scientists accomplish them. Once a

Table 1. Eight common categories for broader impact including an example for each impact (Roberts 2009)

Infrastructure for Science-Creating a user facility for scientists to operate
a high-powered microscope

Broadening Participation-recruiting PhD students from underrepre-
sented minority groups to participate in a conference

Training and Education-Training graduate students or incorporating re-
search material in a course

Academic Collaboration-developing a cross institutional collaboration

K-12 (Primary and Secondary School) Outreach-Going to a primary
school to discuss the life of a scientist

Potential Societal Benefits-creating a device to reduce greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere

Outreach/Broad Dissemination-Sharing the results of the study with
policymakers

Partnerships with Potential Users of Research Results-Working with in-
dustry to implement the research finding in a product
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scientist receives funding, they have a great deal of freedom to
conduct the research as they see fit, and there is little oversight
directing them to fulfill the project goals. This funding strat-
egy accounts for the realization that the scientific process can
be unpredictable (Davis and Lass 2014; Penfield et al. 2014)
but it could limit the broader impact of research. Despite
some training for scientists on broader impacts, proposal
abstracts can have aspirational and incomplete statements re-
garding impact (Mardis, Hoffman and McMartin 2012).
Compared to the intellectual merit portion of a grant, broader
impact strategies do not receive the same attention despite
suggestions by the NSF to delineate broader impact rationale,
approach, feasibility, and evaluation procedures in the grant
proposal (Wilbert and Tedjasaputra 2021). Instead, broader
impacts are often proposed through sweeping claims that are
difficult to substantiate (Mardis, Hoffman and McMartin
2012).

Moreover, it is challenging connecting the claim to actual
impact. A core part of the research evaluation literature evalu-
ates and measures the claims of research. One study charac-
terized 10 different assessment methods to highlight the
differences in intellectual underpinnings of the framework
and how that affects tools and measurements (Smit and
Hessels 2021). For example, frameworks that emphasis the
monetary value of impact may construct detailed cost–benefit
analysis. Other frameworks, such as public values mappings,
eschew only economic consideration and highlight non-
economic aspects of R&D funding (Bozeman and Sarewitz
2011). Research evaluation struggles to measure causal claims
of science, and in the case of broader impacts, linking a partic-
ular project to a long-term impact can be even more challeng-
ing (Penfield et al. 2014; Reale et al. 2018).

The challenge of connecting declaration and impact is espe-
cially pronounced for impacts concerning underserved
groups, such as low-income populations and ethnic minorities
(Mardis, Hoffman and McMartin 2012). Previous studies
found that impacts directed at underrepresented groups were
the least likely to be proposed or achieved (Watts, George and
Levey, 2015). The same study finds scientists over-
exaggerated expected impacts for underrepresented groups by
110% and the failure to deliver on these impacts drove the
overall drop in impacts from the proposal to completion
stages. It is unclear from these findings whether scientists
were disingenuous in their commitment to underrepresented
groups or if the reductions in reported impacts were simply
due to the challenge of achieving the goals, lenient reporting
requirements, or the over-optimism of the PI.

De Jong and Muhonen (2020) developed a measure of soci-
etal impact capacity to capture the ‘ability of academic
researchers to realize benefits to society based on academic re-
search’. The measure focuses ‘on the processes and conditions
that lead to societal impact’ and not assessing the actual out-
come (De Jong and Muhonen 2020). They find that high per-
forming European countries, such as France and Germany,
have more capacity to do research that impacts society than
low performing European countries like Estonia and
Romania. De Jong and Muhonen’s analysis directs scholars’
attention to country level aspects of inequality in broader
impacts. This study differs because it does not analyze the ca-
pacity of scholars to achieve broader impacts, but rather, who
benefits from the impact.

Given the debates over scientist’s capacity to deliver
broader impacts, the degree they detract from the research

process, and the disproportionate attrition of impacts geared
toward marginalized groups, we analyze grant abstracts and
reports submitted by NSF grant winners. These data allow us
to examine the life cycle of expected impacts and to capture if
PIs completed their proposed broader impacts.

3 Data and methods

To answer our research questions, our study evaluates win-
ning NSF awards to determine the types and rates at which
impacts are achieved. Following Watts, George and Levey
(2015), we evaluate both abstracts, submitted at the proposal
stage, and Project Outcome Reports (PORs), submitted at the
end of the funding period. This comparison allows us to ex-
plore whether scientists over-propose impacts. It also allows
us to compare broader impact completion across NSF direc-
torates. The seven research NSF directorates roughly relate to
scientific fields (see Table 4 for list of directorates). We inves-
tigate impacts proposed and reported using two evaluative
frameworks, the Robert’s classification of NSF’s Broader
Impact and the Immediacy Inclusion Criterion (IIC). The
Robert’s classification categorizes impact based on activity
while the IIC observes who is targeted by the impacts and
how impacts are integrated into the research process (see cod-
ing scheme section below for more details).

We recognize there is a relatively short time, about 2–5
years, between a grant’s abstract and POR. However, the
POR is the last report required by the NSF. Once the grant is
finished and the POR is submitted, the grantee does not need
to keep pursuing the broader impacts discussed in the grant,
nor are they required to update the Foundation on further re-
search developments. While the structure of reporting limits a
longer view, it does allow scholars to report immediate
broader impacts closely related to their work. As time goes
on, it is more challenging to attribute impact to a particular
intervention or discovery due to the temporal nature of evalu-
ation (Penfield et al. 2014; Spaapen and van Drooge 2011).
Therefore, we consider the POR to be valuable data to mea-
sure impact because it is tied closely to the project and written
by the PI.

3.1 Sample

The data for this study are a random sample of 400 pairs of
proposal abstracts and PORs that received NSF funding from
2014 to 2017. The abstracts are a short summary statement
of the proposed research, and the PORs are follow-up reports
submitted at the conclusion of funding where scientists de-
scribe their activities during the award period. The NSF speci-
fies that both the abstract and the POR should address the
project’s task, findings, intellectual merit, and broader
impacts (National Science Foundation 2021). The abstracts
and PORs are public-facing documents, and consequently, the
NSF requires PIs to write them so the public can understand
them. As result, the abstracts and PORs are short and easier
to code than technical documents or research articles.
However, the nature of the abstracts and PORs limit the
amount of detail the coders can extract from the documents.

Information on awarded grants is openly available on the
NSF website. We downloaded all the NSF grants from 2014
to 2017 and then randomly selected 400 grants for analysis.
We chose to limit the sample to grants awarded between
2014 and 2017 because, in 2013, the NSF updated their
broader impact criterion (National Science Foundation
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2014). Moreover, it was not possible to analyze grants after
2017 because many of NSF’s research awards are 3 years, and
consequently, at the time of the analysis POR data was not
available for awards disbursed after 2017.

The NSF awarded a total number of 45 312 grants from
2014 to 2017. A random sample of 400 grants gives the team
sufficient power to determine the significance of our results at
the 95% confidence level. In addition to the raw data, the
team added the grants’ directorates by matching a grant’s
recorded program officer to the directorate where the pro-
gram officer is based. Directorate data allow us to track how
broader impacts compare across fields within the NSF.

3.2 Coding schemes

To analyze the data, we applied two coding schemes to all
400 pairs of abstracts and PORs, the scheme developed by
Roberts (2009) and the Immediacy Inclusion Criterion (IIC)
developed by Woodson (Woodson, Hoffman and Boutilier
2020; Woodson and Boutilier 2022). The Robert’s classifica-
tion is widely used by scholars studying NSF broad impact
criterion and it groups broader impacts into common activity
types (see Table 1) (Roberts 2009; Mardis, Hoffman and
McMartin 2012; Kamenetzky 2013; Wiley 2014). While the
Roberts’ categories capture useful information about what
kinds of impacts are practiced by scientists, previous research
finds that impacts for people from underrepresented groups
in STEM fields, such as women and ethnic minorities, are less
likely to be achieved (Watts, George and Levey 2015), and
that equal access to scientific dividends cannot be assumed
(Bozeman 2020).

To address these issues, we also evaluate the abstracts and
PORs using the IIC which focuses on who benefits from the
broader impact and how the impact relates to the underlying
research (see Table 2). The IIC was developed by Woodson
and it examines broader impacts based on the immediacy of
the broader impact to the underlying research and whom will
benefit from the impact. Rather than classifying the activities
like in Roberts, the IIC hopes to understand inequality that
could arise in the broader impacts of research.

In the IIC, each of the dimensions has three levels. Inclusion
refers to who benefits from the impact and its three levels are
advantaged, universal, and inclusive. Advantaged groups are
wealthy or privileged communities, such as other academics
or consumers with high-purchasing power. The category uni-
versal refers to impacts that help everyone regardless of status.
Innovations with universal impact often solve problems re-
lated to public goods, like reducing pollution or improving
the electrical grid. Lastly, inclusive impacts are targeted to-
ward marginalized groups. These groups are generally the last
to benefit from research and can face barriers to accessing

innovations. Since this study was conducted on grants from
the USA, we defined marginalize groups as low-income popu-
lations, LGBTQ communities, people with disabilities, and
women and racial minorities underrepresented in STEM
fields.

Immediacy refers to the incorporation of the impact in rela-
tion to the research project. If the impact is intrinsic to the re-
search project, then the impact and the research are closely
aligned. A good example of an intrinsic impact is developing
a smart grid. The research, developing a smart grid, has clear
and immediate benefit to society because it makes energy
more sustainable and reliable (Tuballa and Abundo 2016). It
is nearly impossible to separate the research from the broader
impact. If the impact is direct, then the impact is central to the
research project but not the project’s goal. Training graduate
students while conducting research is the most common direct
impact. Training a graduate student is not the goal of most
science research funding, but to accomplish the research
goals, the PIs must train them. Finally, impacts that are extrin-
sic are additions to the research and have no clear connection
to the main intellectual thrust of the project. If a high-energy
physicist speaks to a secondary school class about becoming a
scientist, the impact is extrinsic to the research.

The three levels of inclusion and immediacy intersect with
each other to generate nine categories of broader impacts (see
Table 2).

3.3 Coding reliability and approach

The data were coded using content analysis. The codebook
consists of 18 codes as defined by each criterion (9 for the IIC,
8 for the BIC, and 1 additional code for ‘no BI’). The team
coded the data using a manifest coding technique. Manifest
coding labels only explicit mentions of the topics of interest as
identified in the codebook. Manifest coding avoids making
inferences from the text or looking for deeper meaning writ-
ten between the lines (Kleinheksel et al. 2020). This approach
was necessary given the breadth of scientific research dis-
cussed by grantees and is also consistent with previous schol-
arship (Watts, George and Levey 2015). In addition, manifest
coding is the best approach to minimize coding biases that
could occur for scientific disciplines familiar to the authors. It
is easy for the coders’ backgrounds to give them undue advan-
tage in judging the impacts of the research in their own fields.

Before the full sample was coded, the team tested for inter-
coder reliability. A sample of 30 PORs were coded by both
authors to check for consistency, and during this process, we
discussed ambiguous cases and refined the codebook.
Initially, our intercoder reliability Krippendorff alpha score
was 0.453 which signifies moderate agreement (Hallgren
2012). When we investigated the reliability of each code, we

Table 2. Inclusive-immediacy criterion (author generated)

Immediacy of Broader Impacts

Intrinsic Direct Extrinsic

Inclusivity of broader
impacts

Universal (everyone) Developing smart grid
technology

Collaborating with public
sector utility

Visiting primary school
class

Advantaged (status quo) Creating smart watches/
fabrics,

Training graduate research
assistant

Developing new graduate
course

Inclusive (marginalized
group)

Developing new malaria
medicines

Training underrepresented
groups in STEM

Discussing STEM careers
at a low-income high
school
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discovered that we had only had a moderate disagreement in
two of the 18 codes, potential societal benefits and universal
intrinsic. These categories have been noted by other research-
ers to be particularly difficult to code (Von Schomberg 2013;
Watts, George and Levey 2015). When we removed the codes
with low agreement our alpha increased to 0.637, suggesting
substantial intercoder agreement (Hallgren 2012).

3.4 Methodological challenges

The coders faced numerous challenges analyzing the data.
First, some of the abstracts and PORs used vague wording or
aspirational language that did not clearly demonstrate how
the research achieved the broader impacts. Another challenge
the coders faced is that they had to understand the proposed
impact. Even though the abstracts and PORs should be writ-
ten for a general audience, some of them are use very specific
and technical language. Consequently, the grant awardees
think they are conveying an obvious impact, especially to
their peers in the field, but to an outside observer, it was not
clear there is an impact.

A third problem is that for some awards there was a large
mismatch between the stated broader impact and the likeli-
hood that the broader impacts could come to fruition. For ex-
ample, many innovations such as novel materials, high-end
computing, or medicines can be very expensive and only
available to powerful groups, like the military, or rich individ-
uals. At some point, the innovative could become cheap and
mainstream, but the coders could not reasonably jump to
those conclusions without violating the manifest coding pro-
tocol. As a result, PORs must explicitly say the research helps
marginalized groups or reduces the cost to be classified as in-
clusive. Otherwise, we categorized it as helping advantage
groups/maintaining the status quo or helping everyone univer-
sally. Also, if a POR made wildly broads claims such as, ‘our
research will cure cancer’, we considered these types of
broader impacts aspirational.1

A similar challenge is weighting the scope of an impact
against another one. How does improved concrete compare
with more efficient wind energy? Both have potential univer-
sal societal benefit but are they equal in their impact? The cur-
rent frameworks cannot capture magnitude or relative
importance. Given the tools currently available to us, we sim-
ply code each instance of an impact category per grant. The
sums of these are reflected in the descriptive statistics pro-
vided in Section 4.

4 Results

Below is a list of the main results from the analysis. Our first
analysis compares the difference in the number of broader
impacts in the abstract versus the PORs across the 400 grants
(POR-abstract¼difference). When we plot the histogram of
the differences, the distribution is largely normal with a slight
skew to the left (see Figure 1). The mean difference is
�0.5125.

We then conducted a simple t-test comparing the number
of broader impacts from the abstract to the POR (see
Table 3). The analysis shows there are significantly fewer
broader impacts in the PORs than the abstracts. This is an im-
portant result and confirms observations made by other schol-
ars like Watts, George and Levey (2015). This team found in
the NSF’s Division of Biology, PI’s reported fewer BIs in the

PORs than the abstracts in three out of the five categories
they explored.

Next, we analyze the broader impacts by directorate (see
Table 4). The largest directorates in our study are Engineering
(ENG) and Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) with
93 awards each in the study, while the smallest directorate is
Education and Human Resources (EHR) with only 26 grants.
The number of grants in our sample roughly correlates with
the overall size of the directorates.

One important observation from Table 4 is that despite
variation in the number of awards and amount of money
granted by directorate, there is a general decline in broader
impacts from the abstract to the project outcome report. Five
out of the seven NSF directorates had more broader impacts
expected in the abstracts than reported in the PORs. Only
grants in EHR and MPS achieve as many impacts as they
propose.

When we examine the number of broader impacts by types
of impacts, the results show a similar decline between the ab-
stract and PORs (see Tables 5 and 6). Note that in this part of
the analysis, we are not showing counts within the same
grant. Rather, we are reporting the total number of abstract
and PORs with those types of impacts. The most common
broader impacts from Roberts’ categorization are training
and education and potential social benefit. Overall, there is a
clear pattern that abstracts have more expected impacts than
are reported in the PORs. However, in two categories, part-
nership with potential users and training and education, PIs
discuss more broader impacts in the PORs than abstract. It is
not clear why these categories increase, but it could be that it
is easier to achieve these impacts, so they are reported more
often. It is also important to note that grants associated with
no broader impacts increase 167% from the abstracts to the
PORs. This is a large increase, and it further shows that PIs
propose more impacts than they accomplish.

Applying the IIC to the data, Table 6 shows the number of
impacts in each immediacy and inclusion category at the two

Table 3. T-test comparing the number of broader impacts in the abstracts

and PORs

Mean 95%
Confidence

interval

t df Sig.

(two-tailed)

POR—Abstract �0.5125 �0.74 �0.284 �4.4095 399 1.34E�05

Figure 1. Histogram of the difference between the number of broader

impacts in the abstract and POR (POR-abstract¼difference).
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time points—when the project was proposed (abstract) and
when its final report was submitted (PoR). The first observa-
tion is that about 353/645 (53%) of the expected broader
impacts are classified as intrinsic. This result directly
addresses a common critique that broader impacts distract
scientists from doing research, causing them to spend time do-
ing tasks extrinsic to their research, like primary school out-
reach. The immediacy data should assuage the concern that
scientists will be distracted from research to do broader im-
pact activities. The majority of reported broader impacts
(91%) are intrinsic or directly related to the research process.
Indeed, by the end of the funding cycle, researchers report
more direct impacts than they expect at the proposal stage.

The results from the analysis of the inclusion categories in-
dicate that advantaged groups are insulated from diminishing
impacts throughout a project life cycle (see Table 6). Expected
and reported impacts for advantaged groups are stable over

time (349 and 350, respectively). This result directly addresses
the second research question. NSF-sponsored projects accom-
plish fewer broader impacts related to marginalized groups
than advantaged groups, in both absolute and relative terms.
Decreases in universal and inclusive impacts account for the
general decline in impacts. Inclusive impacts are the smallest
category in absolute terms but do not experience as much rel-
ative decline as universal impacts.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Our findings indicate a systematic decline in impacts from the
proposal stage to the conclusion of the funding period.
Impacts decline in all but four categories (13 of 17) and all
but two directorates (5 out of 7). Across the sample, impacts
decline by 14% from the abstract to the POR, but the decline
is most pronounced when the impacts are intrinsic to the re-
search or targeted at marginalized groups. This finding is
troublesome given the NSF’s commitment to broaden partici-
pation by engaging underrepresented groups. Furthermore,
the Foundation’s goals of prosperity, security, health, and
growth (National Science Foundation 2020) can be better ac-
complished in a more equal society (Intemann 2009) which
behooves the NSF to prioritize inclusive impacts. Yet, as other
studies find, grants with inclusive impacts have less funding
and prove more difficult to achieve (Watts, George and Levey
2015; Woodson and Boutilier 2022). By contrast, grants re-
port more impact for advantaged groups from the abstract to
the POR. From this finding, it appears the interpretation and
enforcement of broader impact policy is not serving marginal-
ized groups. This deficit not only maintains the status quo but
may hinder the development of scientific thought due to an
absence of diversity (Intemann 2009). Impacts that serve the
general population suffer less attrition than inclusive impacts,
but these still make up less than a quarter of impacts achieved
by the end of the research period.

Like most research, our study raises more questions and
there are various other explanations for the decline in impacts
that cannot be directly measured. One major explanation for
the decline in reported impacts is scientists overpromise im-
pact to get funded. Some of the overpromising could be delib-
erate, but a part of the hype may be due to the natural
optimism of a scientists. They often think their research is
more impactful than it really is, and that they are skilled
enough to solve major challenges (Holton 1976; Hochschild
and Sen, 2015). Without optimism, the scientific enterprise
would grind to halt because fewer people would try to find
solutions to challenging, if not impossible, problems. Other
scholars will need to study if optimism is driving the decline

Table 5. Number and percent change of proposed and reported broader

impact, by Roberts’ classification

Broader impact classification Abstract POR % Change

Academic Collaborations 96 62 �35
Broaden Participation 81 69 �15
Infrastructure for Science 104 91 �13
K-12 (primary and secondary

school) Outreach
54 47 �13

Outreach Broad Dissemination 39 16 �59
Partnerships with Potential Users

of Research Results
49 58 18

Potential Societal Benefits 163 115 �29
Training and Education 211 224 6
No broader impact 15 40 167
Totala 797 682 �14

a Totals are the sum of the columns less those coded as No BI.

Table 6. Number and percent change of proposed and reported broader

impacts, by the IIC classification

Abstract POR % Change

Immediacy
Intrinsic 353 222 �37
Direct 218 283 30
Extrinsic 74 48 �35
Total 645 553 �14

Inclusion
Advantaged 349 350 0
Universal 187 122 �35
Inclusive 109 81 �26
Total 645 553 �14

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of grants awarded by directorate from 2014 to 2017

NSF directorates No. of

awards

Impacts in

abstract

Impacts in

PORs

%
Change

Total funds

awarded

Median

award

SD

Biological Sciences (BIO) 34 175 114 �35 $14,478,405 $306,081 $315,457
Computer & Information Science & Engineering (CISE) 35 130 110 �15 $8,100,957 $150,000 $212,652
Education and Human Resources (EHR) 26 86 86 0 $9,125,311 $249,885 $293,942
Engineering (ENG) 93 315 290 �8 $24,100,058 $200,000 $261,399
Geosciences (GEO) 63 270 209 �23 $15,962,529 $204,120 $193,387
Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) 93 312 313 0 $27,570,328 $223,482 $269,518
Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE) 53 162 108 �33 $7,562,766 $99,772 $144,850
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in impacts, but we cannot rule out this factor in influencing
these results.

A second issue affecting the results is the challenge of track-
ing and tracing impact throughout a project. Even if a project
has impact, for example mentoring students, these impacts
can easily go untracked and uncounted. As a result, at the end
of the project, it might appear that there was little impact, but
many of the impacts were just invisible.

Third, unclear reporting guidelines could reduce reported
impact. The NSF tries to balance giving clear guidance on
broader impacts and leaving room for novel approaches to
broader impacts. However, a reoccurring complaint of scien-
tists applying for grants that the broader impact criterion is
still unclear (Tretkoff 2007).

Fourth, there could be weak enforcement mechanisms to re-
quire reporting. This is certainly a weakness of the NSF’s
broader impact strategy. The foundation requires PIs to dis-
cuss broader impacts in their abstracts and PORs, but each di-
rectorate and panel review has different norms in assessing
the standards. Moreover, there is no oversight in whether the
PIs accomplish their proposed impacts and report it back cor-
rectly. The system gives a lot of freedom and trust to the PI’s.
The lack of enforcement can cause a difference in reporting.

In addition to the factors outside of scope of the study that
affect broader impacts, our study has several limitations.
First, it is difficult to judge the magnitude and depth of an im-
pact using the current tools and the descriptions scientists rou-
tinely provide. The lack of granular and comparable
information means that all impacts reported are counted as
‘one’ regardless of their capacity for social transformation.
Planning a conference and discovering a cure for cancer are
both considered impacts, albeit directed at different target
groups, but clearly not equivalent in their effects. Our evalua-
tive approach cannot capture this distinction.

Second, as mentioned in the Section 2, understanding the
attribution and longevity of impacts are related challenges. As
Mardis, Hoffman and McMartin (2012) point out, impacts
are more likely to occur long after the research project.
Unfortunately, the longer the time horizon, the more difficult
it is to determine the cause of the impact. Because NSF awar-
dees are only required to report impacts completed during the
funding period, there may be an unintended emphasis on low
hanging fruit, such as training graduate students. This could
help to explain the high rates of impacts in the advantaged
and direct categories. While such an approach may be prag-
matic for scientists receiving NSF funding, it may discourage
efforts to pursue broader impacts across the population that
take longer to accomplish. As required by law, the NSF’s
needs to judge grants by its broader impact, but the reporting
policies may reinforce impacts for advantaged groups because
they are easier to achieve.

A final goal of the broader impact criterion is that it forces
scientists to discuss the societal value of their work which can
reduce the perception that science is wasting public funding
(Kamenetzky 2013). However, what is ‘wasted’ science fund-
ing and how do evaluators account for ‘failed’ research proj-
ects? Reporting on failure is near taboo in the research
community (Reale et al. 2018), yet it is not necessarily tanta-
mount to waste. This article cannot determine if NSF funding
is wasteful. Ultimately, politicians and the public will need to

debate whether they believe funding science, even science that
has no clear impact, is important.
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